love that car
Here at Mitsubishi, we love our cars. We love their superior quality, what
they stand for, and what they’re capable of. And we want you to feel the
same way. It’s why we strive for the highest standards in everything we
do, and it’s why we back all our vehicles with our Mitsubishi Diamond
Advantage, Australia’s Best New Car Warranty, Capped Price Servicing
and Customer Care.
Mitsubishi delivers the latest and greatest in technology, style, sophistication
and unquestionable reliability. With seven exciting models to choose from, you're
certain to find the Lancer sedan or hatch that suits you perfectly. With every
choice you're guaranteed a bold, stylish design that's sure to turn heads, with
the reliability born from over 35 years of testing in the world's toughest rallies.

our promise
When you buy a Mitsubishi Lancer or any vehicle
from our range, you’re buying a vehicle that’s
backed by world-class research, technical
innovation, and leading performance. In every
area of our business we’re continually focussed
on four key values, we never fail to create superior
vehicles that people love.
Street Presence
We’ll design attention-grabbing vehicles with real
street presence and genuine performance.
Advanced Technology
We’ll continue to develop ground-breaking technology
that focuses on better control, performance and
lifestyle. This includes innovations such as our MIVEC
engine technology and our leading Mitsubishi Multi
Communication System.
Driver Confidence
We’re committed to raising the bar in terms of safety,
which gives peace of mind to all occupants. Our
Mitsubishi Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution (RISE)
body design remains at the heart of our vehicle
safety philosophy.
Superior Value
We’ll constantly strive to deliver the ultimate
customer experience at all times. This is reflected
by the Mitsubishi Diamond Advantage, Australia's
best new car warranty, capped price servicing and
customer care, by our feature-packed vehicles,
and our ongoing commitment to making our vehicles
more cost effective and fuel efficient.

ATHLETIC LANCER
With athletic, purposeful styling and an enviable
motor sport heritage, the Mitsubishi Lancer
delivers an exhilarating driving experience.
Its looks and performance may have been
forged in competition, but its road manners
are utterly refined.
At the heart of Lancer is a stylishly sleek, bold design
combined with the latest engineering technology.
Every Lancer within the range offers its own unique
personality, there's the stylish sedan, the versatile,
fun Sportback through to the refined Aspire.

Specifications and features may vary by model. Please refer to
Specifications Booklet enclosed or mitsubishi-motors.com.au
for full information.

enhanced experience
Lancer is packed with next-generation features to
enhance your driving experience. Race inspired
paddle gear shifters offer instant response while
Bluetooth® phone connectivity enables you to use
your mobile hands-free without taking your
concentration off the road ahead. Lancer is ready
to put the fun back into driving and put you in
control behind the wheel.
mitsubishi multi
communication system (MMCS)
MMCS is an integrated communication and media
system that provides satellite navigation, audio control,
DVD function and a host of other features, controlled
via the 7" full colour in-dash touch screen.
In addition to iPod connectivity, available with a dealer
fitted accessory, and integration with the 9-speaker
Rockford Fosgate ® Premium Audio System, MMCS
allows you to customise features such as dusk sensing
headlamp sensitivity, wiper speed, and room lamp
shutdown delay.
ROCKFORD FOSGATE PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM
The Rockford Fosgate ® Premium Audio System is
designed to provide crystal clear, low-distortion fidelity
to make any type of music come to life. A 6 stacker
CD player*, with MP3 compatible auxiliary input and
9-surround sound speakers, including a 10-inch
subwoofer, delivers an impressive 710 watts.
®

With AFS
DUSK SENSING HEADLAMPS
Dusk sensing headlamps do the thinking for you. Your
lights automatically come on when it gets dark outside
or when you’re travelling through a tunnel.

Without AFS

HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE HEADLAMPS (HID) AND
ADAPTIVE FRONT LIGHTING SYSTEM (AFS)
With adaptive front lighting, the headlamps adjust as
you steer into corners, providing additional lighting to
give you a better view and make you more visible to
other drivers.

PADDLE SHIFTERS
Take command of the driving experience in a whole
new way with Lancer’s racing-inspired paddle shift
system. Built directly into the steering wheel, they
provide the thrill of total control in your CVT automatic
without taking your hands off the steering wheel.

rain sensing wipers
A sensor automatically detects moisture on the
windscreen, activating the front wipers, allowing you
to keep your hands on the wheel and stay focussed on
the road ahead. This feature is especially handy when
it’s raining intermittently.

BLUETOOTH ® PHONE CONNECTIVITY
Drive safely. Talk freely. The latest hands-free
Bluetooth ® technology allows you to make and receive
calls at the touch of a button, all integrated through the
vehicle’s audio system.

SMART KEY
Smart Key is Mitsubishi’s advanced security
transmitter, giving you completely key-less operation.
Smart Key recognises when you are within a 70cm
radius of the front doors and boot lid. You can lock and
unlock the doors, open the boot and even start the
engine, all whilst the Smart Key is still tucked in your
pocket or bag.

MITSUBISHI MULTI
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM (MMCS)

MULTI-INFORMATION DISPLAY
Configure LCD display to show exactly the information you want

MAINTENANCE
SCHEDULE

ENGINE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE

DISTANCE
UNTIL EMPTY

AVERAGE SPEED AND
FUEL CONSUMPTION

advanced technology
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
Exhilaration behind the wheel; it’s been the
philosophy of every generation of Lancer. From
the powerful MIVEC engines to the sporty
responsiveness of the transmission, you’ll discover
the true essence of performance and technology
in this rally-bred car.
MIVEC ENGINES
The Lancer range features two powerful yet
fuel efficient MIVEC (Mitsubishi Innovative Valve timing
and Electronic Control) engines. ES and
VR models feature a 2.0 litre engine while VRX
and Aspire models deliver more power thanks
to the 2.4 litre engine.
MIVEC offers the latest technology in the form of a
lighter engine with intelligent valve timing technology
to deliver excellent fuel efficiency and lower emissions,
while providing improved drivability. It matches your
driving style to minimise fuel consumption at lower
revs, while increasing airflow at high revs for greater
power and performance.
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION (CVT)
WITH SPORTS MODE
CVT automatic transmission is electronically integrated
with MIVEC to ensure Lancer is operated in the best
gearing for optimum revs. This ensures maximum
power, excellent fuel economy and a smoother ride
with seamless gear changes.
The transmission’s advanced INVECS-III adaptive
shift control system even tailors its response to your
driving habits. The on-board computer learns and
adapts to your preferences by recording engine and
foot braking data. The control logic then adapts the
automatic gearshift timing to suit your driving style.
That makes for a better driving experience – and a
more efficient one.
Sports Mode allows you to switch from the ease
and convenience of an automatic to the control and
performance of a manual. Combine this with paddle
gear shifters for sporty, lightning fast gear changes.
Driving just got a whole lot more fun.
Driving enthusiasts may opt for the sporty performance
of the smooth-shifting 5-speed manual transmission
that offers the excitement of hands-on performance
and control.

PERFORMANCE
Power means nothing without control.
Lancer’s advanced handling and stability
should come as no surprise. Incorporating the
lessons of the racetrack and rally stages, Lancer
fuses quick-responding suspension with a rigid
body construction for confident, high
performance driving.
RIGID BODY AND SUBFRAMES
The Lancer body has been reinforced at key points to
minimise bending and twisting, keeping everything
smoothly on track through strength and stability. The
flat front sub-frame helps resist flex-inducing forces,
so the wheels keep their precise relationship with the
road for impressive grip. The suspension is then able
to provide a smoother ride over bumps and potholes.
Lancer offers a truly enjoyable drive with its great
road-holding ability and smooth ride.
SPORTS-TUNED SUSPENSION
The suspension in VRX and Aspire was developed with
handling and performance in mind. It has front and
rear suspension that’s as effective as it is high tech
– MacPherson struts up front and the rear multi-link
independent system help keep you in control.
The suspension in VRX and Aspire is more rigid with
the incorporation of a front strut tower brace under
the bonnet for more precise, directional handling and
enhanced driving performance.
Both vehicles are also equipped with larger front
and rear brakes, providing controlled stopping power
for everyday performance. The brake booster further
increases stopping power, especially for emergency
situations. All this is matched with a muscular set of
alloy wheels and high performance tyres for improved
grip, cornering and overall stability.

Driver confidence
ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS)
Lancer is ready to perform if you’re
faced with the unexpected. ABS
helps the driver maintain steering
control and avoid hazards by
adjusting the braking pressure to
prevent the wheels from locking
up under hard braking or during an
emergency stop.

ELECTRONIC BRAKEFORCE
DISTRIBUTION (EBD)
EBD helps you to stay in control
should you need to stop quickly.
When carrying passengers or heavier
loads, EBD distributes braking force
between the front and rear wheels to
ensure optimum braking and reduce
stopping distance.

stopping
distance
without ebd

ACTIVE STABILITY CONTROL (ASC)
ASC maintains stability and
minimises loss of control when
cornering by automatically
recognising understeer and
oversteer. It then applies the
brakes to the appropriate wheels
to keep you on line and in control
through corners.

ACTIVE TRACTION
CONTROL (ATC)
ATC automatically controls
and improves the stability
and acceleration of the car
by minimising wheel spin,
maintaining traction at all
times even in the most
slippery conditions.

PASSIVE AND ACTIVE SAFETY
The safety of you and your family is paramount.
That’s why Lancer offers some of the most
comprehensive active and passive safety features
available. You’ll enjoy peace of mind on every
journey taken in the Lancer, knowing that it’s built
with the safety of its occupants as a top priority.
supplementary restraint system (SRS) AIRBAGS
To provide ultimate protection in the event of a collision,
Lancer comes standard with seven SRS airbags
including side and curtain airbags.
Lancer is the only car in its class to come equipped
with a driver’s knee airbag as standard across all
models. In some head-on accidents, it stabilises the
driver’s legs and lower body. This allows the other
airbags to do their job of protecting the upper body
more effectively.
SEATBELT PRETENSIONERS AND FORCE LIMITERS
Designed to work in conjunction with the SRS airbags,
the driver and front passenger seatbelts feature
pretensioners and force limiters, which combine to
help protect you in the event of an accident. The
pretensioners instantly draw back the belt, maximising
restraint, while force limiters help reduce the sudden
impact on you and your passengers.
ANTI-INTRUSION PEDAL SYSTEM
In the event of a front-on collision the brake pedal
automatically moves away from the driver, protecting
the legs and feet from injury.

Pretensioner

Force-limiter
Seatbelt’s Action

REINFORCED IMPACT SAFETY EVOLUTION (RISE) BODY
Lancer is safer than ever before, thanks to Mitsubishi’s
next-generation RISE rigid frame design. The RISE
body system combines an energy-absorbing front
section with a strong, rigid occupant cell to provide
outstanding protection in the event of an accident.
Crushable zones teamed with a straight frame chassis
and octagonal section frames are designed to absorb
and dissipate energy from the passenger compartment.
In addition, curved floor panels reduce vibration and
further add to body strength, keeping you and your
passengers protected in the event of an accident.

5-STAR ANCAP SAFETY RATING
Lancer has been awarded a 5-star rating by
the Australasian New Car Assessment Program
(ANCAP), the highest rating possible. ANCAP,
Australia’s leading automotive safety authority is
supported by Australian and New Zealand automobile
clubs, the state government road and transport
authorities of NSW, Victoria, South Australia,
Queensland, Tasmania, Western Australia, the
New Zealand Government, the Victorian TAC,
NRMA Insurance and the FIA Foundation.

designed for life
Inside Lancer you’ll find a cabin that is both
spacious and flexible to meet the carrying
demands of an active, busy life. There’s plenty of
load space, aided by 60/40 split folding rear seats,
in addition to loads of clever compartments
throughout the cabin to keep your valuables neatly
hidden away. There’s also plenty of space for
friends and family, comfortably seating 5 adults.
clever STORAGE
Intelligent interior design means there’s a place
for everything in Lancer. In fact, everywhere you look
you’ll discover a clever place for storing items.
So it’s easy to keep your car clutter free.
flexible CARGO SPACE
Carrying extra large or long items is so much easier
thanks to Lancer’s 60/40 split folding rear seats,
giving you an even greater cargo space. The rear seats
fold down automatically with one quick pull of an
easy-access lever in the rear of the hatch.
Sportback also gives you the option to lower
the rear floor, increasing the available storage space.
The sedan includes a smartly – designed anti-intrusion
hinge, providing maximum space inside your boot by
keeping hinges out of the way.

REAR CUP HOLDERS

SPORTBACK SPLIT FOLD REAR SEATS

60/40 SPLIT FOLD REAR SEATS

REAR ADJUSTABLE CARGO FLOOR - UP

REAR ADJUSTABLE CARGO FLOOR - LOWERED

VRX MODEL SHOWN

ES SPORTBACK

Mitsubishi Diamond Advantage
australia’s

best

new car
warranty and customer care

MITSUBISHI

Wherever your road takes you, we’ll be right there with you.
It’s part of our commitment to ensuring you enjoy complete driving
pleasure whenever you get behind the wheel of your Mitsubishi.
Nothing demonstrates this COMMITMENT better than our

UNIQUE Diamond Advantage

customer care package.

AUSTRALIA’S BEST
NEW CAR WARRANTY,
CAPPED PRICE SERVICING*
AND CUSTOMER CARE^
†

WARRANTY
10/5YR

CUSTOMER
ASSIST 24/7

5YR ROADSIDE
ASSIST

CAPPED PRICE
SERVICING

GENUINE
SERVICE

GENUINE
PARTS

200+ DEALER
NETWORK

Mitsubishi Motors
Australia Limited
offers a 10 year/
160,000km
(whichever comes
first) non-transferable
Powertrain Warranty,
a 5 year/130,000km
(whichever comes
first) New Vehicle
Warranty and a 5
year Perforation
Corrosion Warranty
on all Mitsubishi cars
and light commercial
vehicles. Service
conditions apply. See
your dealer for details.

We’re here to help,
24 hours a day, seven
days a week. So just
call Mitsubishi Motors
Australia Customer
Assistance Centre on
1300 13 12 11 if you
have any questions, or
for the location of your
nearest Mitsubishi
Dealer.

Peace of mind is
guaranteed anywhere
in Australia with our
free 5 year/130,000km
(whichever comes
first) Roadside Assist,
24 hours a day, 365
days a year. Our
fast, comprehensive
roadside service
offers assistance,
repairs, towing and
storage. Our Premium
Roadside Assist
clients also enjoy
the added benefits
of accommodation,
medical and transport
facilities. Service
conditions apply.

Enjoy ‘no surprises’
certainty when you
book your Mitsubishi in
for its regular service
requirements. Your
servicing costs will be
capped for the first 4
years or 60,000km
of driving, whichever
occurs first up to
the first four Regular
Services and eight
Regular Services for
Ralliart and Lancer
Evolution vehicles.
Conditions apply.

Mitsubishi offers one
of Australia’s best
service intervals of
12 months/15,000
km (whichever
comes first). Regular
scheduled servicing
ensures the long-term
reliability and safety
of your Mitsubishi and
our Scheduled Service
Program also helps
protect your car’s
resale value.

Your Mitsubishi
will be serviced
regularly by skilled
Mitsubishi-trained
technicians. Only
genuine Mitsubishi
parts are fitted to your
car during scheduled
servicing – parts that
have been fully tested
and meet Mitsubishi’s
stringent quality
control. All these parts
carry the Mitsubishi
Genuine Parts 12
months/20,000 km
(whichever comes
first) guarantee.

With a network
of more than 200
dealers, Mitsubishi is
never too far away.

†10 year or 160,000km Powertrain Warranty (whichever comes first) (non transferable). 5 year or 130,000km New Vehicle Warranty (whichever comes first).
^5 year or 130,000km Roadside Assist (whichever occurs first). Service conditions apply. *4 year or 60,000km Capped Price Servicing (whichever comes first).
Conditions apply. See your Dealer for full details.

†10 year or 160,000km Powertrain Warranty (whichever comes first) (non transferable). 5 year or
130,000km New Vehicle Warranty (whichever comes first). ^5 year or 130,000km Roadside Assist
(whichever occurs first). Service conditions apply. *4 year or 60,000km Capped Price Servicing
(whichever comes first). Conditions apply. See your Dealer for full details.

FINANCE
Take the burden out
of financing your new
Mitsubishi vehicle
with our competitive
range of finance
products, developed
by Mitsubishi Motors
Australia Limited
and St. George Motor
Finance Limited.

INSURANCE
With the sound
backing of Swann
Insurance and
Mitsubishi Motors
Australia Limited,
Mitsubishi owners
can choose between
vehicle and personal
protection solutions
including motor
vehicle, gap cover
and loan protection
insurance as well as
a range of tailored
warranty policies.

mitsubishi-motors.com.au
Mitsubishi Motors Australia only produce product brochures at major
model year changes. Therefore, to review the most up to date information
on this and other vehicles in our range please visit our website
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SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES

MITSUBISHI LANCER – KEY FEATURES BY MODEL

Lancer ES
Engine and Transmission
2.0 litre DOHC 16 valve MIVEC engine
5-speed manual or optional INVECS III CVT with Sports Mode
Audio
Single CD with mp3 and AM/FM Radio with 4 Speakers
Exterior
16” steel wheels (205/60R16 92H tyres)
Colour-coded door handles
Colour-coded electric door mirrors
High mount stop lamp on boot lid
Interior
Instrument panel and door trim garnish-dark silver paint
Chrome air outlet knob
Door trim cloth insert
Boot carpet
Rear adjustable cargo floor (Sportback only)
Cargo Cover (Sportback only)
Rear room lamp
Boot room lamp

Safety
Reinforced Safety Evolution (RISE) body
Driver and front passenger SRS airbags (dual stage)
Side and curtain SRS airbags
Driver knee SRS airbags
Active Stability Control (ASC)
Active Traction Control (ATC)
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic
Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)
Driver and front passenger seatbelts
- 3 Point ELR
- Force limiters
- Pretensioners
- Adjustable shoulder anchor
Rear seatbelts
- 3 Point ELR x 3/ALR x 2
Immobiliser
Childproof rear door locks
Child restraint anchor points x 3
Seating
Front bucket seats
Driver seat slide, recline and height adjust
Front passenger, seat slide and recline adjust
Front passenger’s seat back pocket
60/40 Split fold rear seat
One touch folding rear seats (Sportback)
Rear centre arm rest with cup holder x 3
Height adjust front head-restraint
Height adjust rear head-restraint

Comfort & Convenience
Air conditioning
Pollen filter
Power windows – front and rear with auto down for driver
Cruise control with steering wheel remote controls
Tilt adjustable steering wheel
Keyless entry central door locking with 2 transmitters
Rear window demister
Ignition key cylinder with illumination
Digital clock
Accessory 12V socket on console
Tachometer
Multi-information display
- Average speed and fuel consumption
- Engine coolant temperature and odometer
- Distance until empty
- Maintenance schedule
- Outside temperature
Twin trip meter
Low fuel warning
Seatbelt warning lamp with buzzer – driver and front
passenger
Coat hook (rear driver’s side)
Sunvisor with mirror, lid and ticket holder (driver and
passenger)
Day/night rear vision mirror
Driver’s foot rest
Windscreen wiper 2-speed with variable intermittent
Synchronised washers

Storage
Glove box
Floor console with storage box and lid
Cup holder with lid for front seats
Door pockets for front and rear doors with bottle holders
for front

Lancer VR (Features Additional to ES)

Lancer VRX (Features Additional to VR)

Lancer ASPIRE (Sedan only - Features Additional to VRX)

Audio
6 disc CD with MP3 and AM/FM audio
6 speakers (4 speakers + 2 tweeters)
Exterior Styling
16” alloy wheels (205/60R 16 92H tyres)
Chrome upper grille
Front fog lamps
Side air dam
Rear lip spoiler (sedan)
Rear spoiler (Sportback)
Tail pipe with chrome exhaust
Interior
Chrome inside door handles
Comfort & Convenience
Dusk sensing headlamps
Rain sensing wipers
Audio steering wheel controls

Engine and Transmission
2.4 litre DOHC 16 valve MIVEC engine
Audio
Rockford Fosgate® Premium Audio System includes 9 speakers
(4 speakers + 4 tweeters + 1 subwoofer)
Exterior
18” alloy wheels (215/45R 18 89W tyres)
Privacy glass
Rear sports spoiler
Front air dam extension
Interior
Alloy pedals
Instrument panel and door trim garnish – geometric check print
Room lamp with microphone
Seating
Front sports seats
Comfort & Convenience
Hands free Bluetooth® with steering wheel remote controls
Gear paddle shifters (CVT only)
Smart key – keyless operating system with 2 transmitters
Accessory 12V socket in console box
Storage
Upper console box with lid
Lower console box with lid

Engine and Transmission
INVECS III CVT with Sports Mode
Audio
Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS) with single CD player
Exterior
Chrome radiator grille
Chrome accent on boot lid
Chrome door handles
Delete rear sports spoiler
Interior
Leather seat facings
Instrument panel and door trim garnish – woodgrain print
Delete alloy pedals
Safety
High Intensity Discharge Headlamps (HID) with Adaptive Front lighting
System (AFS)
Headlamp washers

Option
Rockford Fosgate ® Premium Audio System

Option
Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS) with single CD player

Option
Electric glass sunroof

LANCER SPECIFICATIONS

POSITIONAL

Transmission
Type
Clutch Type

5-Speed Manual

INVECS-III CVT with Sports Mode

Single, dry with diaphram spring

Torque Converter

Gear Ratios
Engine
Type
Bore and stroke (mm)

ES, VR

VRX, Aspire

Ratio

2.0L DOHC 16-valve MIVEC

2.4L DOHC 16-valve MIVEC

first

3.538

2.349

86.0 X 86.0

88.0 X 97.0

second

1.913

1.397*

2.349 - 0.394

Capacity (cc)

1998

2360

third

1.333

1.074

Compression ratio

10.0:1

10.5:1

fourth

0.972

0.832

Power

113kW @ 6000rpm

125kW @ 6000rpm

fifth

0.775

0.631

Torque

198Nm @ 4250rpm

226Nm @ 4100rpm

sixth

–

0.518

reverse

3.583

1.750

Final Gear Ratio

4.235

6.120

2.0L MIVEC DOHC Engine

2.4L MIVEC DOHC Engine
240

225

200

200

150

175

130

150

80

120
100
80

60

60

40

40

20
1000

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Engine speed (rpm)

Fuel type

1000

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Engine speed (rpm)

VRX/ASPIRE

Type

ES/VR

VRX/ASPIRE

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) and Brake Assist (BA)

Front

276mm Ventilated Disc

Rear

262mm Solid Disc

294mm Ventilated Disc
302mm Solid Disc

Brake booster size

Fuel System

Fuel tank capacity (L)

Apply Brakes

Brakes

0

ES/VR

C. With passengers without EBD
Complete Stop

20

0

Apply Brakes

Complete Stop

Torque (Nm)

100

Power (kW)

120

Apply Brakes

B. With passengers with EBD

140
Torque (Nm)

Power (kW)

140

Fuel supply equipment

ABS with EBD (Electronic Brakeforce Distribution)
A. Driver only with EBD
Complete Stop

10” Master Vac

Electronically controlled multi-point injection
59
Regular unleaded / RON90

Engine Electrical
Battery

55D23L

Alternator

12-120

Starter

12-1.4

Fuel Consumption^
adr 81/01
(litres per 100kms)

ES
Manual/CVT

VR
Manual/CVT

VRX
Manual/CVT

Aspire
CVT

Sedan

7.6/8.2

7.7/8.2

8.7/8.5

8.5

Sportback

7.9/8.3

7.9/8.3

8.8/8.9

–

^ These figures are obtained from controlled laboratory tests conducted by Mitsubishi Motors Australia Limited to Australian Standard ADR 81/01 and are provided to
assist you in comparing the fuel consumption of Lancer with other vehicles. The actual fuel consumption you achieve will depend, however, on many factors, including
your driving habits, the prevailing conditions and your vehicle's equipment, condition and use.
* 2nd gear ratio for 2.4 litre is 1.517.

LANCER SPECIFICATIONS

1,515 1,515

LANCER SPORTBACK DIMENSIONS

150

ES

VR

VRX

Front

Independent Macpherson strut with coil spring and stabiliser

Rear

Independent multi-link with coil spring and stabiliser

Sports suspension with front
strut tower bar

–

–

S

ASPIRE

S

1,530
1,760
150

955

2,635
4,585

995

1,530
1,760

1,530
1,760

955

2,635
4,585

995

1,530
1,760

LANCER SEDAN DIMENSIONS

1,490 1,490

Suspension

150
1,530
1,760
150

955

2,635
4,570

980

1,530
1,760

1,530
1,760

955

2,635
4,570

980

1,530
1,760

Turning Circle
10m

Steering
Type

Power steering rack and pinion type with Hydraulic Power Assist

Capacities - Sedan

ES
Manual/CVT

VR
Manual/CVT

Kerb weight (kg)

1305/1335

1325/1355

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

1850

Boot capacity (L) - seat up

400

Seating capacity (persons)

5

VRX
Manual/CVT

Aspire
CVT

1345/1375

1375

Interior Dimensions (mm)

Capacities - Sportback

ES
Manual/CVT

VR
Manual/CVT

VRX
Manual/CVT

Kerb weight (kg)

1345/1375

1360/1390

1405/1435

Sedan

Sportback

Headroom (front)

950

920

Headroom (rear left & right)

895

895

Headroom (rear centre)

860

833

Total Legroom

1715

1715

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

1900

Boot capacity (L) - floor up

288

Maximum Towing Capacity (kg)

Boot capacity (L) - floor down

344

Braked trailer

1000

Unbraked trailer

550

Seating capacity (persons)

5

style your LANCER
colours & trims

CHAMPAGNE (M)

COOL silveR (M)

MYSTIC BLUE (M) (†)

LIGHTNING BLUE (P) (†)

EFFECT GREY (P)

RED (M)

BLACK (P)

WHITE
(M) METALLIC
(P) PEARLESCENT
(†) NOT AVAILABLE ON ASPIRE

Seat trims and accent panels
ES and Vr – BLACK CLOTH KNIT

VRx – BLACK SPORTS CLOTH KNIT

aspire – BLACK LEATHER*

SILVER ACCENT PANEL

GEOMETRIC PRINT ACCENT PANEL

WOODGRAIN PRINT ACCENT PANEL
* Seat facings only.

MITSUBISHI

NOW INCLUDING CAPPED PRICE SERVICING

‡

†

AUSTRALIA’S BEST
NEW CAR WARRANTY,
CAPPED PRICE SERVICING*
AND CUSTOMER CARE^

*

^

†

†10 year or 160,000km Powertrain Warranty (whichever comes first) (non transferable). *5 year or 130,000km New Vehicle Warranty (whichever comes first). ^5 year or 130,000km Roadside Assist (whichever occurs first). Service conditions apply. ‡4 year or 60,000km Capped Price Servicing (whichever
comes first) Covers all items specified under the standard ‘Maintenance for Normal Operating Conditions’ schedule detailed in the Service and Warranty Booklet. Additional service/repair items (if required) are at additional cost. Excludes Government and Rental Fleet Customers. See your Dealer for full details.

Always consult your authorised Mitsubishi Dealer for the latest details on specifications, options, prices, availability and conditions on New Vehicle Warranty. All product illustrations and specifications referred to herein are believed to be correct at the time of publication approval. Subject to any applicable Federal, State or Territory Laws or ordinances, which may
apply from time to time, Mitsubishi Motors Australia Limited reserves the right, without notice, or obligation, to discontinue or make changes to designs, specifications, colours and materials of the options and products referred to herein at any time without incurring any liability to any purchaser thereof. ©Mitsubishi Motors Australia Limited. ABN 53 007 870 395.

SLAN1001. MIT3666.

Accessories

Personalise your vehicle
Mitsubishi Genuine Accessories go through an extensive
program of design, development and testing to ensure
they meet all applicable government standards as well
as Mitsubishi’s own rigorous engineering specifications
and performance targets. Using Mitsubishi Genuine
Accessories will ensure you get the best quality
accessories that are both as durable and reliable
as you should expect.
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EXTERIOR

Lancer Sedan (S) Lancer Sportback (H)

Front Bumper Sports Accent Trim (S) (H)

Sports Grille – Upper (S) (H)

Front Fog Lamps (S) (H)

Side Skirt Sports Accent Trim (S) (H)

Side Skirt Air Dams (S) (H)

Rear Spoiler Sports Accent Trim (S)

Sunroof Wind Deflector (S) (H)

Front Door Weathershield (S) (H)

Chrome Door Handles (S) (H)

Chrome Door Edge Mouldings (S) (H)

Chrome Door Mirror Covers (S) (H)

Chrome Exhaust Tip (S) (H)

Carbon Fibre-Look B-Pillar Insert
(S) (H)

Carbon Fibre-Look Door Mirror Covers
(S) (H)

Headlamp Protectors (S) (H)

Bonnet Protector (S) (H)

Front Bumper Corner Protection
Mouldings (S) (H)

Rear Bumper Corner Protection
Mouldings (S) (H)

Rear Bumper Protection Strip (S) (H)

Rear Bumper Plate (H)

Side Protection Mouldings (S) (H)

Tailgate Protector (H)

Rear Windscreen Decals (S)

Front Windscreen Decals (S) (H)

Rear Boot Spoiler (High-Rise Style) (S)

Rear Boot Spoiler (Lip Style) (S)

Rear Tailgate Spoiler (H)

Rear Parking Assistance Sensors (S) (H)

When Genuine Mitsubishi Accessories are fitted to your new Lancer at time of delivery, they are covered by the Mitsubishi 3 year/130,000km (whichever comes first) Warranty. When they are fitted after purchase of your new vehicle they are covered for the remainder of the
warranty or for 12 months/20,000km (whichever comes first). ^Diamond Spectrum Accessory. In the case of Diamond Spectrum Accessories the warranty is 12 months/20,000km (whichever comes first). MIT3665 LANA1002.

EXTERIOR

Lancer Sedan (S) Lancer Sportback (H)

Front Body Kit (S) (H)

Rear Body Kit (S)

Tow Bar Package - Optional 50mm
Chrome Tow Ball (S) (H)

18” Phantom 5-Spoke Alloy Wheels
(S) (H)

Carbon Fibre-Look HVAC Console
Surround (S) (H)

Bluetooth Hands Free Kit (S) (H)

Embroidered Carpet Mats (S) (H)

Scuff Plates – Stainless Steel (S) (H)

Scuff Plates – Carbon Fibre-Look
(S) (H)

Front Floor Illumination - Blue or Red
(S) (H)

Sports Gearshift Knob - Silver Alloy
& Black (S) (H)

Boot Liner – Hard Plastic (S) (H)

Parcel Net (S) (H)

Boot Flap Scuff Guard (S) (H) ^

Non-Slip Boot Grip Net (S) (H) ^

Full-Size Spare Wheel &
Accommodation Kit (S) (H)

Front Seat Covers (S) (H)

Rear Seat Covers (S) (H)

Alloy Handbrake Cover (S) (H)

Mitsubishi Multi Communication
System (MMCS) (H)

iPod Adaptor for MMCS (H)

INTERIOR

Rear Parking Camera (S) (H)

Pictures are shown for illustration purposes and may not be product specific. Please check with your Mitsubishi Dealer for specific model applications.

